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Nuliax
I chose to read this book in honor of women's history month and it truly inspired and educated me.
Ms. Height took me down history lane in this book about her involvement in various organizations.
Some of the organizations she mentioned in the book I am ashamed to say I never even heard of.
The writing style of the book kept me reading past midnight. After reading this book, I can truly say
I know more about Ms. Height as a woman and the various organizations she was involved in.
Eseve
There were so many important activists during the time of MLK and Rosa Parks. If you love history,
want to learn more about the Civil Rights Movement or just like reading about powerful, strong
women, this is must read.

Zbr
Reminds you why you have rights you do. Although the struggle and oppression is not yet over, this
book is a glimpse of how the past has influenced current times - both for the better and for the
worse.
Qumen
I received my order and the quality was what I expected. I would purchase from them again if the
price is right.

Open Wide The Freedom Gates: A Memoir by Dorothy Height is a must get book. I am very suprised
that I like the book. Ms. Height journey is so inspiring. The people she encounter became very
famous and yet she was famous but modest. I love this book.
Timberahue
Wow, Soror Dorothy Height was an amazing woman and truly left her footprints for the rest of us to
try and walk in. We truly stand on the shoulders of a beautiful giant.
Perongafa
Loved the walk through history and the opportunity to learn of the growth women's organizations.
This memoir is inspirational and challenges us all to be our best selves in our contributions to the
improvement of society.
elektron
I've always admired Ms. Height, and enjoyed learning more about her efforts to help her fellow
Black sisters.
I learned a lot about Black history and Dorothy Height. I have admired her for many years and
enjoyed reading her memoir.
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